Listed are departments that have unrestricted courses with minimal prerequisites. Some courses are listed below, but this is NOT a full list. Courses listed require upper-division standing as the only prerequisite unless otherwise noted. Search for the department on the course schedule at [http://registrar.utexas.edu/schedules](http://registrar.utexas.edu/schedules) if it sounds interesting to you. An asterisk (*) indicates that the course has a writing flag.

**Advertising (ADV)—many courses, examples below**
- ADV 334 INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING
- ADV 378 BUSINESS OF SPORTS MEDIA
- ADV 378 INTEG COMM LATINO ENTRNMNT

**African & Africa Diaspora Studies (AFR)—many courses, examples below**
- AFR 357C AFRICAN AMERICAN HIST TO 1860
- AFR 372C BLACK POLITICAL THOUGHT* (Contact AFR advising at 512-471-1784)
- AFR 372C RACE, GENDER, AND SURVEILLANCE

**American Studies (AMS)—many courses, examples below**
- AMS 325 AMERICAN ART SINCE 1960- UD standing and 6 hours HIS*
- AMS 370 17-POSTMODERN AMERICA*

**Ancient History & Classical Civilization (AHC)**
- AHC 325 1-HIST OF ROME: THE REPUBLIC
- AHC 325 4-HIST GRC TO END PELOPON WAR
- AHC 378 LIFE IN HOMERIC GREECE*

**Anthropology (ANT)—many courses, examples below**
- ANT 324L ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE HIMALAYAS - contact ANT advising at 512-232-2181
- ANT 324L CREATIVE NONFIT & ETHNOGRAPHY - contact ANT advising
- ANT 324L SPECIAL TOPICS IN GIS MODELING - contact ANT advising

**Applied Learning & Development (ALD)**
- ALD 320 COGNIT, HUMAN LEARN, AND MOTIV- 9 hours PSY only

**Art History (ARH)—many courses, examples below; no perquisites however ARH 301, 302 or 303 is recommended**
- ARH 337K 20TH-CEN EUROPEAN ART TO 1940
- ARH 362 ART & POLIT IN REPUBLICAN ROME
- ARH 366N HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY

**Asian American Studies (AAS)—many courses, examples below**
- AAS 320 1-IMMIG/AMUSEMENT/CONSUMER CUL*
- AAS 330 RACISM AND ANTIRACISM - contact AAS advising at 512-471-4271

**Asian Studies (ANS)—many courses, examples below**
- ANS 340 5-HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM
- ANS 361 23-INTL RELS OF E/SEAST ASIA- 6 hours GOV only
- ANS 372 EPICS AND HEROES OF INDIA*

**Communication Sciences & Disorders (CSD)**
- CSD 350 LANGUAGE AND THE BRAIN
- CSD 175N DEAF EDUCATION SEMINAR

**Communication Studies (CMS)**
- CMS 322E COMMUNICATION ETHICS
- CMS 332 ARGUMENTATION AND ADVOCACY
- CMS 332K THEORIES OF PERSUASION
- CMS 333 CASE STUDIES IN ARGUMENTATION
- CMS 334K NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

**Comparative Literature (CL)**
- C L 323 FICTIONS OF THE SELF AND OTHER*
- C L 323 LOVE IN THE EAST AND WEST - contact CL advising at 512-471-1925*
- C L 323 RUSSIA AND ITS WORLD - contact CL advising
- C L 323 RUSSIAN FAIRYTALES
- C L 323 THE QUR'AN
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